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About This Game

After studying away in Taiwan, Shao-Tang finally comes back to his hometown of Nangan to be a receptionist at an inn for the
summer

where he works with his childhood friend Zi-Jin. "Without a love knot, you will be single forever!"

MAIN

Koi Musubi is the latest game developed by Narrator. With full voice-acting and multiple story lines, players will experience the
struggle of a long-distance relationship and separation in the far horizon of Nangan. Different from other stories which take

place in cities, we would like to introduce the beauty of the Taiwanese countryside.

STORY

After studying away in Taiwan, Shao-Tang finally comes back to his hometown of Nangan to be a receptionist at an inn for the
summer where he works with his childhood friend Zi-Jin and enjoys the life in homeland. Everything seems the same as before,

but soon becomes very different...

"Without a love knot, you will be single forever!"

When a nonsense prophecy suddenly appears, as well as a new admirer, the relationship between the two best friends begins to
have a subtle change...
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Title: Koi Musubi
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narrator
Publisher:
Narrator
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium3 1.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes:

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I BOUGHT FOR 0.49 CENTS best cheap fun ive had in a while. Very nice Slamdoor EMU for the PDL and BML, my only
complaint is no Southern livery, but I saw one on DPSimulation. Oh, the sounds aren't that good either, so i'll be picking up the
421\/422\/423 SP from Armstrong Powerhouse soon.

14\/17. The best RPG game!
Poland have a great company!. load video
. I bought this game because Heartstone was too pay to win. This is a cute card game based on play-to-win.

------------------------------------
  The Good
------------------------------------
It has tons of cute anime styled cards.
Level up system per card so you can pwn with your noob cards.
Fun bosses and dungeon mechanic.
Weekly challenges vs AI.
Hard at times - but not ragequitting hard.
Many feasible strategies to take down your opponent.
You dont have to spend IRL money to buy extra cards.
Card drops from bosses and mini-bosses + or buy card packs from shop for in game currency.

------------------------------------
  The Bad
------------------------------------
PVP is pretty much dead (or at least you will play with us regulars hahaha).
Card drop grinding from bosses can be brutal.
Achievements are hard\/brutal since the ones requiring PVP battles can be difficult to complete.

I hope you can enjoy it as much as I did. Some cards are just tooo kawaiiii~~. brilliant game, closest experience to Steel
panthers and asql I have seen.
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Cant create private games with friends for zombies, dedicated servers only. MW1 was muuuuuch better.. If you didn't come to
Alternia to adopt a bunch of good troll kids then that's just too bad because it's happening now.. Interesting concept. It still has
some features that need to be improved (such as collision or smoother animations), but even such, for an early access I would
recommend it. It's fun, challenging and ballanced.. Second part of a trilogy takes one hour more to complete the story line, but
it's still very short and miserable.
5\/10. It's very simple and well executed, but it's just "too little" for the price. Just a hand full of maps and four game modes that
play very similar. It gets repetitive very fast.. OMG THIS GAME IS SOOO BAD IT MAKES IT SOOO GOOD YOU WILL
HAVE ALOT MORE FUN PLAYING THIS THAN CSGO
AND AN ADDED BONUS YOU DONT GET ANY STUPID SWEDISH/RUSSIAN 7 YEAR OLDS SCREAMING AT YOU.

BRILLIANT. I really wanted to like this game. I did. But the translation is done so badly it ruins the whole story. If you can
enjoy a story written in broken english then this is the game for you! If not, it's probably best to skip it.. Controls are shotty at
best, the gameplay doesnt flow, will probably give it a second chance. I am going to bank on my terrible knowledge of handball
as to why this game isnt very good. It feels a little dated but I am no snob. I purchased on sale for fairly cheap. Everything feels
like this was a game made by accident.
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